












Paper & Paperboard Packaging Environmental Council

January 29, 2008

What to do about the Wal-Mart Scorecard?

Canadian paper packagers should focus on the three areas where they have some influence and

control:

� Package-to-Product Ratio (worth 15%).  This is the relationship between the weight of the

item being packaged and the packaging material.

� Cube Utilization (worth 15%).  Cube utilization is the total amount of product volume (size)

divided by the cube taken up by the packaging.

� Transport Distance (worth 10%).  Only direct suppliers to Wal-Mart can enter this.  It refers

to the distance the converted package travels to the pack-out facility.

Together, the above three metrics account for 40% of the scorecard.  Another 5% (called “Extra

Credit/Innovation”), includes a credit for using a renewable resource, recycled content above the

industry average, and greenhouse gas emissions below the industry average.

Packaging suppliers have little individual control over the remaining 55% of the scorecard since

several metrics will be “auto-populated” by “industry averages.”  And at this point, these will be US

industry averages (for greenhouse gas emissions (mills only at this point); for material health and

safety, for recycled content, recovery value, and renewable energy).

The US corrugated industry has a full life cycle analysis underway to help answer some of the above

questions, and PPEC is investigating the possibility of Canadianizing such data inputs and outputs

so that Canadian packagers can benefit from the greater use of biomass and recycled content in this

country, and (perhaps) higher recovery rates (certainly for old boxboard).

In the meantime, we would direct your attention to the 40% over which you have some control; to

a brochure “How to get the Best Box” (created by FBA, AICC, TAPPI and ISTA) and to the

FBAwebsite http://www.fibrebox.org/Info/Issue_Sustainability.aspx .

Compiled from numerous sources including PPEC’s membership of the North American Expert Panel on

Sustainability and from the (US) Corrugated Packaging Alliance’s Sustainability Committee.
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1.1  PPEC releases sustainability brochure on boxboard 

 PPEC member companies can now make use of a simple four-page summary on the sustainability of 

boxboard. The brochure outlines the facts on renewable resources and renewable energy; points out that 

maybe 1% of boxboard is made from freshly-cut trees; and indicates that access to recycling nationally is 

now at an amazing 83%. Remember the days back in the early 1990s when PPEC pioneered the further 

recycling of old boxboard from Southern Ontario and couldn’t get enough to do trials? We’ve come a long 

way, baby! The brochure is sim
ilar in format to an earlier one PPEC did on corrugated and is available in 

both English and French. 

 
1.2  “Greenwash” Seminar judged a great success 

 Those who attended PPEC’s recent “Cutting through the Greenwash” seminar have given it a rousing 

thumb’s up for bringing together the key players on forest certification, environmental  claims, life
 cycle 

analysis and the Walmart scorecard. The presentations can be downloaded from the PPEC website 

www.ppec-paper.com (under Reports). 

 

1.3  Walmart Canada unlikely to change basic metrics of US scorecard 

 PPEC has now attended two meetings of Walmart Canada’s Sustainable Value Network (SVN), the steering 

group invited by Walmart to provide input to the launch of the company’s scorecard in Canada (on July 1
st ). 

The basic metrics chosen by Walmart for the US version will likely be unchanged for the Canadian 

scorecard but some attempts are being made to ascertain how to measure Canadian energy inputs, recycling 

rates and recycled content levels. PPEC will take part in working groups on these issues over the next few 

months. 

 

1.4  CCME charging ahead on packaging sustainability and Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) 

 The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME), comprising federal and provincial 

ministers, is pushing ahead on developing a national strategy for packaging sustainability and for a 

harmonized provincial rollout of EPR or 100% industry-pay programs. PPEC has submitted a strong brief 

arguing that Canada’s focus should be on reducing packaging disposal rather than its generation; that any 

sustainability criteria must be valid and defensible; that caution should be exercised in developing green 

procurement and/or recycled content policies; and that EPR is one of several policy tools (not the only one) 

that should only be applied after a comprehensive analysis sh
ows it is

 the appropriate approach. (Copies of 

our submissions available upon request). 

 

1.5  PPEC keeping a watching brief on Manitoba and Toronto’s hot cup controversy 

 Multi-Material Stewardship Manitoba is about to release its Packaging and Printed Paper program for 

consultation. The program, which will (in
itially) be 80% industry-funded, is due on the minister’s desk by 

June 22 so there will be a quick turnaround in comment time. PPEC is also monitoring the City of 

Toronto’s hot drink cups policy. 

 

Special report coming on the latest developments in Ontario’s new Blue Box plan.  Stay tuned! 
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“We feel strongly that all 

LCA studies should met 

ISO standards and be peer 

reviewed by independent experts.”

by John Mullinder

B L O G

Greenwash
The frustrating and dirty world of propaganda

E verybody’s done it: selectively use information, put the best shine 

on a résumé, gloss over or omit stuff that might raise questions. 

It’s the same with environmental claims and labeling, lifecycle 

analysis (LCA), and the latest buzzword, sustainability. Let me some-

what generally typecast the offenders as the “ignorant,” the “academic-

ally sloppy,” the “selective fact portrayers” and the “downright dirty.” 

Readers would be well-advised to beware of such misinformation when 

attempting to formulate rational decisions. Here are some examples.

The ignorant: Toronto councilor Glenn De Baeremaeker was re-

cently reported publicly as saying that paper grocery bags and telephone 

books were the result of “ripping down thousand-year-old trees in 

British Columbia to use once… and then throwing (them) in the gar-

bage.” Sorry councilor, but most paper grocery bags used in Canada 

come not from BC but from renewable US plantation forests that have 

been third-party certifi ed as being sustain-

ably managed. The minority that come from 

renewable Canadian managed forests (again 

certifi ed) are made from wood chips, shav-

ings and sawdust left over from harvesting 

trees for lumber (to make hospitals, univer-

sities and De Baeremaeker’s house). As for 

telephone books, most are made from 100 

per cent recycled paper materials (old news-

papers and egg cartons). And while he’s 

checking his facts, De Baeremaeker could 

maybe fi nd time to investigate the latest 

residential recovery rates for Ontario: 72 

per cent for paper overall and 88 per cent 

for telephone books.
The academically sloppy: These are the people who quote “life-

cycle” studies without even reading the original works (one downfall of 

the Internet) or taking any notice of the carefully worded disclaimers of 

the authors of those studies (sometimes as broad as the exclusion clauses 

of an insurance policy). They don’t dig behind who commissioned and 

funded the studies (sometimes obscured) and they quote studies that are 

up to 20 years old as if they were relevant today. They make assumptions 

that raw materials are supplied by the country of destination and that the 

energy grid of one country is roughly equivalent to that of another. For 

example, all kraft paper producing mills in Canada generate steam and 

electricity for their own paper production from wood and process wastes 

(chips, shavings, sawdust). They do not use 100 per cent purchased pet-

roleum-based energy, as many European-based LCAs assume. 

The selective fact portrayers: These seize on information that 

promotes their cause and neglect to mention other factors that, put to-

gether, perhaps would tell an entirely different story. For example, a 

recent study commissioned by a section of the European paper industry 

(performed and backed by exactly the same independent parties that 

participated in an earlier plastics-funded study) found that fi ve environ-

mental indicators were systematically favorable to paper carrier bags 

and two indicators systematically favorable to plastic carrier bags. Does 

that justify saying that one is better than the other? No. The study also 

found that it’s not enough to simply base comparisons on the ability 

to transport goods (carrying capacity). Protection, advertising support, 

strength, stiffness and print quality should also be taken into account in 

any comparative LCA.
A particular concern of the paper industry is that renewable resour-

ces and the carbon cycle be fairly incorporated into any comparisons be-

tween materials. This is why we have objected to parts of the Wal-Mart 

scorecard (which promotes renewable energy while barely recognizing 

renewable resources) and to the Packaging Association of Canada’s 

proposed S-PAC model which doesn’t recognize renewable resources 

at all. Better news on the horizon is the emergence of the COMPASS 

tool being developed by the US-based Sustainable Packaging Coalition. 

It focuses on eight separate environmental 

indicators and treats each on its own merits 

rather than the S-PAC model that wants to 

condense all indicators into a single “sus-

tainable packaging” number (so brand-

owners can be charged for the right to put a 

logo or a statement on their packages).

The downright dirty: We would clas-

sify these as those who should know better 

but who deliberately smear a competitor or 

a competing packaging material through 

simplistic stereotyping and myth-making 

(“tree-hungry paper bags,” etc.).We fi nd this 

particularly offensive given the facts, but 

let’s move on.

SolutionsWe’re encouraged that the CSA and the federal Competitions Bureau 

are recommending the term “environmentally friendly” not be used as 

it’s extremely misleading. We feel strongly that all LCA studies should 

met ISO standards and be peer reviewed by independent experts, and 

that European lifecycle studies have little relevance to Canadian cir-

cumstances. In fact, a peer-reviewed LCA of the average US corrugated 

box is about to be released and a boxboard one is following it. Where 

possible, we hope to “Canadianize” this data at some point. Almost 90 

per cent of Canada’s managed forests are now third-party certifi ed to 

one of three internationally recognized sustainable forest management 

standards. Check for yourself by reading Natural Resources Canada’s 

annual report The State of Canada’s Forests at http://canadaforests.

nrcan.gc.ca/rptJohn Mullinder is Executive Director of the Paper & Paperboard 

Packaging Environmental Council (PPEC). Contact John at 

ppec@ppec-paper.com. 
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SUSTAINABILITY

AND BOXBOARD

Made from renewable resources

Uses almost 60% renewable energy

Greenhouse gas emissio
ns reduced

High recovery rate

83% average recycled content

Compostable

2009

Socially

Desirable

Provides effective display of goods and

economical delivery of goods to

consumers

Cost-effective, lightweight, fle
xible,

functional, versatile, custom-designed

Environmentally

Responsible

Economically

Viable
High standards of worker safety

Companies give back to local communities

through sponsorships and charitable

contributions, volunteering

Industry supports education and training

Boxboard in Brief

The Canadian boxboard or carton

industry has been providing cost-

effective packaging solutions for well

over 100 years.  We begin with

renewable materials.  The board used

to make cartons is produced with

almost 60% renewable energy (mostly

from wood residues and biomass), the

use of which has significantly reduced

greenhouse gas emissions.  Between

1990 and 2004, for example, Canadian

pulp and paper mills 
reduced their

greenhouse gas emissions by 44% in

the aggregate (or 54% reduction per

tonne of output, because they made

20% more pulp and paper than they did

in 1990).

Most boxboard cartons are 100%

recycled content.  The national average

is 83% (2006).  B
oxboard cartons are

widely recovered in recycling systems

across the country and most are also

compostable.

Each package is specifically

engineered to perform many functions,

including conveying products through

distribution and retail, containing

products, dispensing products,

displaying and promoting products,

protecting products, machine

identification (barcode), imparting

information (e.g.  nutri t ional

information), and facilitating efficient

home storage.

Approximately 30 Canadian plants

convert boxboard into cartons,

sourcing most of their raw material

from Canada’s 11 boxboard mills.

The industry provides a safe work

environment and competitive wages to

its workers, supports 
community

recycling programs, and provides

social benefits through volunteering

and donations in the many

communities it serves.

The lightweight, thin

paperboard or boxboard

carton is used to contain,

protect and promote a host of

products through the retail

process.  Consumers will see

cartons containing cereals,

shoes, facial tissues, crackers

and many other mainly

household items. 

SUSTAINABILITY
AND CORRUGATED

Made from renewable resources

Uses almost 60% renewable energy

Greenhouse gas emissions slashed

Highest recovery rate of all packaging

Almost 70% average recycled content

Compostable

2008

SociallyDesirable

Enables Canadian goods to be shipped

across Canada and worldwide

$3-billion industry providing jobs and

benefits to over 15,000 employees and

familiesCost-effective, lightweight, flexible,

functional, versatile, custom-designed

Corrugated in Brief
The Canadian corrugated industry has

been providing cost-efficient

packaging solutions for over 100 years.

We begin with renewable materials

(details over the page).  These are

produced using almost 60% renewable

energy (mostly wood residue and

biomass which have reduced

greenhouse gas emissions by a

whopping 44% since 1990).  Our

products have an average 66%

recycled content, and are the most

widely recovered of all packaging

materials (both from industry and from

households).  Most corrugated boxes

are recyclable and/or compostable.

Each package is specifically

engineered to maximize performance

and merchandising impact throughout

its supply chain, while minimizing the

amount of material used and its carbon

footprint. Almost 100 box and sheet

plants convert containerboard into

corrugated boxes, sourcing most of

their material from the 16 Canadian

mill facilities, thus promoting

continuous innovation and competition

locally. The industry also provides a

safe work environment and

competitive wages to its workers;

supports community recycling

programs; and provides social benefits

through volunteers and direct

donations in the many communities it

serves.

The lightweight, strong

corrugated box is used

to contain and protect a

host of products during

the distribution cycle.

The average consumer

will see corrugated

boxes carrying large

and small appliances,

automobile parts,

agricultural products,

beer, and as point-of-

purchase displays, to

name just a few
applications.

Environmentally
Responsible

EconomicallyViable

High standards of worker safety

Companies give back to local communities

through sponsorships and charitable

contributions, volunteering

Industry supports education and training




